EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT-DIRECTIONS FOR LTCC SOUND TECHNICIAN
-Once the kids have filed in and are seated, the sound technician darkens the theater.
-Sound technician reads the script into the microphone slowly once all of the kids have been
seated
Script:

Barton Hospital-this is Medic 4
We’re en-route from the scene of a party with a teen
Approximately 13 years of age
Ingested unknown type of pills
Full arrest at the scene and CPR in progress
Coming Code 3
ETA-1 minute
-At the end of the script, sound technician slowly brings the spotlight up on the gurney as the
paramedics come down the aisle with the victim.
- Barton ER staff tries to resuscitate victim.
-When the doctor pronounces the kid dead and asks to speak to parents, sound technician dims
lights on gurney and spots the chairs on the right while the dr talks to the parents.
-When the parent asks to see the kid, the sound technician spots the gurney again while the
parent grieves over the child.
-Once the parent has been lead out and the victim is wheeled out on the gurney, the sound
technician brings up the house lights so that the dr can talk to the audience.
-House lights stay up until the next group of kids is seated, then start all over again
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DRUG STORE EQUIPMENT
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT SCENARIO
Jeff to gather and have delivered to LTCC Theater at ~ 2:00 pm the day before the
scheduled Drug Store Project:
Portable oxygen tank
Portable suction (I have tubing)
Crash Cart
Defibrillator with rhythm simulator
EKG pads
Extension cord
Step stool
Gurney with IV pole
Duct tape (for Tamara to use to hang Barton banner over gurney and to hang hallway sheet)
Kathy has gathered and will take out to Jeff’s office this week:
3 bed sheets (2 for gurney; 1 for Tamara to hang in doorway of back hallway to hide medics and
victim while kids are filing into theater)
Pillow with pillowcase
3 IV bags with tubing
Medications
Laryngoscope
ET tube
Ambu bag
Suction tubing
Barton Banner
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